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Abstract. The formation and expansion of glacial lakes worldwide due to global warming and 11 

glacier retreat have been well documented in the past few decades. Thousands of glacial lake 12 

outburst floods (GLOFs) originating from moraine-dammed and ice-dammed lakes were reported, 13 

causing devastating impacts on downstream lives and properties. Detailed glacial lake bathymetry 14 

surveys are essential for accurate GLOF simulation and risk assessment. However, these bathymetry 15 

surveys are still scarce as glacial lakes located in remote and high-altitude environments hamper a 16 

comprehensive investigation. We developed a conceptual model for glacial lake bathymetric 17 

distribution using a semi-automatic simulation procedure. The basic idea is that the statistical glacial 18 

lake volume-area curves conform to a power-law relationship indicating that the idealized geometric 19 

shape of the glacial lake basin should be hemispheres or cones. First, by reviewing the evolution of 20 

various types of glacial lakes, we identified 10 standard conceptual models to describe the shape of 21 
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lake basins. Second, we defined a general conceptual model to depict the continuum transitions 22 

between different standard conceptual models for those specific glacial lakes that lie between two 23 

standard conceptual models. Third, we nested the conceptual model into the actual glacial lake basin 24 

to construct the water depth contours and interpolate the glacial lake bathymetric distribution. We 25 

applied the conceptual model to simulate three typical glacial lakes in the Tibetan Plateau with in-26 

situ bathymetric surveys to verify the algorithm's applicability. The results show a high consistency 27 

in the point-to-point comparisons of the measured and simulated water depths with a total volume 28 

difference of approximately ±10%. The conceptual model has significant implications for 29 

understanding glacial lake evolution and modeling GLOFs in the future. 30 

 31 

1 Introduction 32 

Globally, glacial recession and thinning have been well-documented over the last decades via 33 

field observations and remote sensing techniques (Yao et al., 2012; Zemp et al., 2019; Hugonnet et 34 

al., 2021). Such evolution of glaciers due to climate warming and anthropogenic factors could 35 

induce related effects (Yao et al., 2019), among which is the expansion and formation of glacial 36 

lakes (Zhang et al., 2015; Emmer et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2021). Glacial lakes are 37 

water bodies developed within depressions of glacier moraine or mainly fed by contemporary 38 

glacier meltwater (Yao et al., 2018). Due to glacier retreats, they are generally impounded by glacier 39 

terminal or lateral moraine. Since the 1990s, the glacial lakes worldwide have increased by around 40 

50% in total number, area, and volume (Shugar et al., 2020), manifesting an ongoing climate change. 41 

These changes have also been accompanied by glacial lake outburst flood (GLOF) risks. 42 
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As a glacier–related hazard, GLOF has been a frequent incidence in various glacierized areas, 43 

causing considerable socioeconomic losses (Anacona et al., 2015a; Nie et al., 2018). According to 44 

a compilation by Carrivick and Tweed (2016), approximately 1000 GLOFs from moraine- and ice-45 

dammed lakes are recorded worldwide and claim more than 10000 deaths. Under the triggering 46 

factors such as ice avalanches, landslides, and heavy precipitation, glacial lakes are extremely 47 

unstable and subsequently cause a sudden release of water with peak discharge higher than a dozen 48 

times that of monsoon rainfall floods (Richardson and Reynolds, 2000; Westoby et al., 2014; 49 

Kougkoulos et al., 2018). However, due to the relatively small volume of the glacial lake, the 50 

flooding process generally proceeds rapidly within a few hours. Knowledge of glacial lake volume 51 

is critical, as it influences the released water volume and GLOFs magnitude (Fujita et al., 2013). 52 

Therefore, lake volume is often employed as an essential criterion in numerous cases of GLOF 53 

susceptibility and risk assessment (Bolch et al., 2011; Aggarwal et al., 2017; Drenkhan et al., 2019; 54 

Falatkova et al., 2019). 55 

Currently, only sporadic bathymetric surveys on glacial lakes have been conducted worldwide. 56 

In Cordillera Blanca, Peru, facing continuous threats by GLOFs (Lliboutry et al., 1977), more than 57 

100 detailed bathymetric surveys of glacial lakes have been carried out to understand better the 58 

regional GLOF risks (Muñoz et al., 2020). Government agencies and research institutions have 59 

promoted these surveys. In the Tibetan Plateau and its surroundings, the bathymetric surveys are 60 

focused on the glacial lakes in the Himalayas (Sharma et al., 2018; Watson et al., 2018), where 61 

approximately 60 bathymetric surveys of glacial lakes, such as the Cirenmaco, Jialongco, and 62 

Longbasaba Lake, were conducted (Yao et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021). They 63 

measure the water depth with ultrasonic devices onboard automatic uncrewed boats or manual 64 
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hovercrafts. 65 

Performing a universal investigation campaign of lake bathymetry is impractical for thousands 66 

of glacial lakes in remote areas and high elevations. Instead, scholars typically utilize single total 67 

lake volume data rather than bathymetric distribution in GLOF modeling (Anacona et al., 2015b; 68 

Zhang et al., 2021). The lake volume is typically estimated by empirical equation, e.g., direct 69 

volume–area equation (O'Connor et al., 2001; Huggel et al., 2002; Loriaux and Casassa, 2013), or 70 

indirect area–mean depth/maximum depth/width equation (Wang et al., 2012), which have 71 

considerable uncertainty. There is no doubt that the measured and/or interpolated glacial lake 72 

bathymetric distribution have great merit that can precisely determine the maximum potential 73 

outburst volume of the glacial lake, serving to further simulate the GLOF propagation and evaluate 74 

downstream exposures (Frey et al., 2018; Sattar et al., 2021). Moreover, a bathymetry survey is also 75 

pivotal to understanding the interactions between the glaciers and their terminating lakes, as several 76 

studies have revealed that the proglacial lake bathymetric state can dominate the glacier terminal 77 

melting and calving regimes (Sugiyama et al., 2021). 78 

Can we obtain glacial lake bathymetric distributions through modeling rather than in situ 79 

investigations? Previous studies have provided insights. Cook and Quincey (2015) preliminarily 80 

proposed that the same type of glacial lakes may have their idealized geometric shapes, which depict 81 

the evolution of glacial lakes' volume–area (V–A) relationship over time. For instance, the triangular 82 

cone is suitable to represent the idealized geometric shape of ice-dammed lakes dammed by glaciers 83 

and formed in the narrow valley. The idealized conceptual models of glacial lakes can be combined 84 

with the actual situations to project the glacial lake bathymetric distribution. 85 
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An idealized lake basin is also helpful in constructing numerical or physical models. In the 86 

study of Veh et al. (2020), the conceptual model of glacial lakes was constructed as a semi-ellipsoid 87 

with a circular surface to calculate the released volume after the lake drainage. The surface area and 88 

height of the semi-ellipsoid refer to the glacier lake area and maximum water depth, respectively. 89 

Based on these instructive designs, we attempted to develop a procedure and algorithm for modeling 90 

glacial lake bathymetric distribution in this study. We first (i) retrieved as many as possible 91 

conceptual models for various types of glacial lakes by reviewing the evolutions of glacial lakes and 92 

analyzing the relationships between lake volumes and areas; (ii) explored the procedure and 93 

algorithm to estimate bathymetric distribution in conjunction with actual lake surface and basin 94 

shapes; and then (iii) discussed their implications and potential applications. 95 

2 Data and methods 96 

2.1  Compilation of glacial lake bathymetry 97 

Analyzing the existing glacial lake bathymetries can help us reveal glacial lake water depth 98 

characteristics. To our knowledge, more than 60 articles have mentioned surveyed bathymetry data 99 

from glacial lakes. We integrated the prior studies and established an inventory of global glacial lake 100 

bathymetry (Supplementary material 1). The attributes included the name, location, survey time, 101 

area, volume, and maximum water depth. A total of 231 bathymetric data from 220 glacial lakes 102 

globally were compiled in the inventory (Fig. 1a). 103 

2.2  Classification and evolution of different glacial lake types 104 

The maximum water depth (D) and total volume (V) are the fundamental parameters regarding 105 

the idealized geometric shape of glacial lakes. We used the compiled glacial lake bathymetry data 106 
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to fit the curves of V–A (glacial lake area) and D–A to understand the evolution of glacial lakes and 107 

to develop a conceptual model suitable for describing the shape of an idealized lake basin. We 108 

assumed that different types of glacial lakes have different expansion mechanisms and, thus, 109 

different conceptual models. Based on the topological positions between the glacial lakes and their 110 

parent glaciers, we classified glacial lakes as supraglacial proglacial, periglacial, extraglacial, and 111 

ice-dammed types (Fig. 1b). 112 

This classification system considers glaciers' critical role in the evolution of glacial lakes 113 

(Petrov et al., 2017). As for the supraglacial lakes, expansion proceeds in all directions, and the 114 

temperature difference at the ice-water interface continuously melts the glacier ice in both horizontal 115 

and vertical orientations. The proglacial lake’s expansion mainly proceeds backward by glacial 116 

retreat. The periglacial lake and the extraglacial lake are not directly in contact with the glacier, and 117 

their expansion depends more on changes in precipitation and glacier meltwater. These various 118 

mechanisms in glacial lake expansions showed that the changes in the lake basin among the different 119 

glacial lake types are inconsistent, indicating that they may have different conceptual models. 120 
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 121 

Figure 1. (a) Distribution of glacial lakes whose volume was surveyed in detail. (b) Glacial lakes were divided into 122 

five categories, namely proglacial (direct in contact with glacier terminus), periglacial (separated from the glacier 123 

and dammed by historical moraine), extraglacial (far from the glacier and generally dammed by landslides), 124 

supraglacial (positioned on the glacier surface), and ice-dammed lake. 125 

 126 

2.3  Standard conceptual model 127 

The basic procedure of constructing glacial lake bathymetric distribution is to (i) identify the 128 

most appropriate conceptual model that can describe the idealized lake basin, (ii) calculate the 129 

theoretical formulation equations of this conceptual model, (iii) nest this conceptual model into the 130 

actual glacial lake basin to construct the water depth contours, and (iv) interpolate and calculate the 131 

glacial lake bathymetric distribution. The conceptual model was constructed as the scheme 132 

presented by Veh et al. (2020). Glacial lakes were assumed to have hemispherical or similar three-133 
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dimensional lake basin shapes. The standard surface of the glacial lake was assumed to be an ellipse. 134 

The general formula between the volume and area of glacial lakes fits a power-law relationship 135 

(Table 1). It could be expressed as Eq. (1). The best-fit curve for the relationship between maximum 136 

water depth and area of glacial lakes also follows the power-law relationship (Eq. 2) (Fig. 2). 137 

𝑉 = 𝛼𝐴𝛽    (1) 138 

𝐷 = 𝛾𝐴𝜀      (2) 139 

A is the area of the glacial lake; 𝛼, 𝛾, 𝛽, and 휀 are the coefficients. The value of 𝛽 is greater 140 

than 1, and 휀 is less than 1. 141 

The three-dimensional bodies representing the standard shape of a lake basin were required to 142 

have a general formula as defined by Eq. (3): 143 

𝑉 = 𝛿𝐴𝐷    (3) 144 

Here, 𝛿 is the coefficient, A is the elliptical surface area, and D corresponds to the maximum 145 

water depth of the glacial lake. We identified four hemispheres or cones whose volumes can be 146 

expressed by Eq. (3): the hemisphere structured by the elliptical side (V = 2/3AD); the hemisphere 147 

structured by the upward-opening parabolic side (V = 1/2AD); the cone structured by the straight 148 

side (V = 1/3AD); and the cone structured by the rightward-opening parabolic side (V = 1/5AD). 149 

These bodies are defined as the standard conceptual model (SCM), and their curves in the X-O-Z 150 

quadrant are called the standard curves (Fig. 3a). These four standard curves are progressively 151 

concave inward in the quadrant, from the elliptical curve to the rightward-opening parabolic curve. 152 

The SCMs for the supraglacial, periglacial, and extraglacial lake types are compatible with the 153 
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expansion mechanisms partly because their growth direction is comprehensive at the horizontal 154 

level. However, proglacial lakes are different. Their expansions are focused toward the glacier's 155 

direction, and the maximum water depths are situated near the intersection with the glacier. Under 156 

these circumstances, we considered the SCMs of proglacial lakes to be half of the preceding four 157 

SCMs, such as the semi–cone structured by the straight side. We also took into account the way in 158 

which the SCMs of the ice-dammed lake formed. We ultimately designed two SCMs: the semi–cone 159 

structured by the straight side and the triangular cone (V = 1/3A·D). Most of the actual volume points 160 

lie between the volume curves of these SCMs (Fig. 4), and there are one or two closer SCM volume 161 

curves for each type of glacial lake's fitted A–V curve. 162 

 163 

Table 1. Empirical equations of volume and area of glacial lakes in previous studies. The applicable region, lake 164 

type, and sample size for each empirical equation were indicated during fitting. The unit volume is 106 m3, and the 165 

area unit is km2. 166 

ID Empirical formulas Region Lake types Samples Reference 

1 V = 35A1.5 British Columbia, Canada Ice-dammed lake not mentioned Evans, 1986 

2 V =168.5A2 + 3.11A Northwestern America Moraine-dammed lake 7 O'Connor et al., 2001 

3 V = 34.44A1.42 Worldwide Moraine- and ice-dammed lake 13 Huggel et al., 2002 

4 V = 43.24A1.53 Himalayas Moraine-dammed lake 17 Sakai, 2012 

5 V = 6.07A1.37 Himalayas Moraine-dammed lake 20 Wang et al., 2012 

6 V = 55A1.25 Himalayas Moraine-dammed lake 20 Fujita et al., 2013 

7 V = 33.58A1.39 Worldwide Moraine- and ice-dammed lake 31 Loriaux and Casassa, 2013 
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8 V = 42.93A1.48 Peruvian Andes Moraine- and bedrock-dammed lake 35 Emmer and Vilímek, 2014 

9 V = 34.07A1.37 Worldwide Various types 69 Cook and Quincey, 2015 

10 V = 11.49A1.26 Worldwide Supraglacial lake 9 Cook and Quincey, 2015 

11 V = 60A – 6.28 Worldwide Moraine-dammed lake 42 Cook and Quincey, 2015 

12 V = 2.63eA Worldwide Ice-dammed lake 9 Cook and Quincey, 2015 

13 V = 37.3A1.47 Himalayas Moraine-dammed lake 33 Khanal et al., 2015 

14 V = 52.2A1.18 Himalayas Proglacial lake 6 Sharma et al., 2018 

15 V = 40A2 + 5.06A Himalayas Moraine-dammed lake 17 Patel et al., 2017 

16 V = 35.36A1.47 Central Asia Moraine-dammed lake 32 Kapitsa et al., 2017 

17 V = 32.13A1.49 Himalayas Ice-dammed lake, supraglacial lake not mentioned Miles et al., 2018 

18 V = 28.95A1.33 Worldwide Moraine-dammed lake 93 Watson et al., 2018 

19 V = 35.46A1.4016 Himalayas Supraglacial lake 24 Watson et al., 2018 

19 V = 41WA + 2A Cordillera Blanca, Peru Moraine-dammed lake 120 Muñoz et al., 2020 

20 V = 37.36A1.41 Peruvian Andes Various types 170 Wood et al., 2021 

21 V = 38.04A1.36 Peruvian Andes Moraine-dammed lake not mentioned Wood et al., 2021 

22 V = 43.27A1.64 Peruvian Andes Unclassified not mentioned Wood et al., 2021 

 167 

 168 
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 169 

Figure 2. Relationships between maximum water depth and the area of glacial lakes were compiled in the present 170 

study for the following lake types: (a) proglacial lake, (b) periglacial lake, (c) extraglacial lake, (d) supraglacial lake, 171 

and (c) ice-dammed lake. 172 

 173 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram illustrates the shapes of the SCMs, namely the hemisphere structured by the 174 

elliptical side/upward-opening parabolic side, the cone structured by the straight side/rightward-opening parabolic 175 

side, the triangular cone, as well as their shapes when symmetrically divided matching the SCMs of the proglacial 176 
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lake. Here, A is the semi-long axis, B is the elliptical surface’s semi-short axis, and D is the maximum water depth. 177 

(b) Convergences of the general curves towards the standard curves in the X–O–Z quadrant in different orientations. 178 

 179 

Figure 4. Relationships between the volume (V) and area (A) of glacial lakes were compiled in the present study for 180 

the following lake types: (a) proglacial lake, (b) periglacial lake, (c) extraglacial lake, (d) supraglacial lake, and (c) 181 

ice-dammed lake. The dotted lines indicate the volume curves of different standard conceptual models, which were 182 

fitted by Eq. (3). The V–A curves of standard conceptual models of the proglacial lake type are half the normal 183 

condition. 184 

2.4  General conceptual model 185 

The closest SCM likely does not represent the most appropriate conceptual model if a specific 186 

glacial lake determines its parameters such as surface size, type, and volume. The SCM volume 187 

curve is constant. However, the volume point of a specific glacial lake does not necessarily coincide 188 

with the SCM volume curve. Thus, using the SCM directly to nest and interpolate a realistic glacial 189 

lake bathymetric distribution would result in an initial over- or underestimation of the total lake 190 
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volume. 191 

The SCMs can only help us comprehend the various glacial lake morphologies; they cannot be 192 

applied to estimate the glacial lake bathymetric distribution. We may conceive the measured volume 193 

points between the SCM volume curves as a result of the transition from one SCM to another. For 194 

instance, from the upward-opening parabolic line to the straight line, it is the standard parabolic line 195 

continuously approximating the straight line on the X–O–Z quadrant by moving downward and left 196 

(Fig. 3b). During the movement process, the rotated–out hemisphere is moving toward the cone 197 

structured by the straight side. We can capture these general conceptual models (GCMs) in this 198 

transition stage and make their volume consistent with the measured or estimated lake volume. This 199 

means we find a GCM that is more effective than the SCM in estimating the lake depth distribution. 200 

Python programming was used to drive the standard curves’ transition and parameter 201 

calculations. The theoretical description for the GCMs is presented in supplementary material 2. By 202 

relocating the standard curve’s vertices and altering the opening size, it is simple to compute the 203 

transition of a standard upward/rightward-opening parabola to a straight line. The resultant general 204 

curves must pass through points A and C. The convergence to the standard elliptic curve from the 205 

standard upward-opening parabola is relatively complicated. If we move the vertices of the standard 206 

parabola to the right and downward, the maximum height of the produced GCM changes. We used 207 

a compound style here. When the second intersection of the moved general parabolic curve and the 208 

standard elliptic curve occurs (from right to left), the side of GCM starts to take the elliptic curve 209 

change. Additionally, the marginal SCMs should be employed when the measured volume is larger 210 

(smaller) than the largest (smallest) SCM volume. 211 
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2.5  Nesting the actual glacial lake shapes 212 

Once a given glacial lake’s GCM has been established, the lake's bathymetric contours may be 213 

predicted in relation to actual conditions and parameters. Since the actual shape of the glacial lake 214 

surface is irregular, rather than the normal elliptic surface we used in the models, it was crucial to 215 

how the depth contours move inward based on the actual shape. 216 

We tested two hypotheses. First, utilizing the lakeshore line to continually create buffers inward 217 

might depict the depth contours because the depth contours near the lakeshore were the consequence 218 

of ongoing indentation of the actual glacial lake surface outline inward. Second, at the 1/4 semi-219 

long axis of the standard elliptic surface, the depth contours would become progressively blurred as 220 

the inward indentation continues, thus subsequently using the standard elliptic surface to start the 221 

inward indentation (Fig. 5). Importantly, these assumptions were supported by observations of 222 

hundreds of glacial lake bathymetric distribution cases worldwide. Some similarities exist between 223 

the bathymetric contours and the lakeshore shape, suggesting that the area near the lakeshore is 224 

possibly impacted by the slopes around the lake and/or other material sources. There are two 225 

explanations for this phenomenon: either the glacial lakes were continuously filled with exogenous 226 

debris and rocks, or the initial lake water level had risen and flooded part of the original slopes. 227 

The 1/4 semi–long axis is the ending position where the glacial lake is not impacted by 228 

exogenous materials, as determined by our understanding of those SCMs. Most of the glacial lake 229 

SCMs were located closer to the cone, structured by the straight side of the hemisphere and the 230 

upward-opening parabolic side. It is inferred that the initial deepening of the glacial lake is not 231 

particularly large from the outer line to the center (compared to the semi–ellipsoid), indicating that 232 
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exogenous materials are likely to have impacted it. This situation is better understood when the lake 233 

SCM is a cone structured by the rightward-opening parabolic side. Therefore, we hypothesized an 234 

extreme circumstance in which a glacial lake starts to be significantly influenced by the lake’s 235 

surroundings’ topography. In this case, the slope of the standard rightward-opening parabolic curve 236 

is smaller than the slope of the standard straight line and closer to the ideal deepening state of the 237 

lake basin when it is larger. This equal slope point is located at the 1/4 semi-long axis and represents 238 

half of the maximum water depth. 239 

 240 

Figure 5. The procedure illustrates the parameter calculation of GCMs and processes of creating buffers inward. 241 

The water depths on the axes were calculated using the standard curves corresponding to the X and Y axes. 242 

2.6  Sites for exhibiting and validating results 243 

Three sets of bathymetry data were collected for the typical glacial lakes in the Himalayas, 244 

Tibetan Plateau (Fig. 6). Cirenmaco and Jialongco, periglacial lakes, are located in the Poiqu River 245 

basin (China-Nepal border). Both lakes experienced GLOFs in 1981 and 2002, causing severe 246 
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infrastructure losses and transboundary damages (Chen et al., 2013). The Longbasaba Lake at the 247 

China–India border is a benchmark proglacial lake that has been studied in detail for the glacial lake 248 

risks and dynamics of the lake-terminating glaciers (Yao et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2021). The 249 

topological position, total volume, maximum water depth, and semi-long/minor axis of the standard 250 

lake surface were crucial parameters in glacial lake bathymetric distribution modeling (Table 2). 251 

The three glacial lake bathymetric distributions were simulated according to the lake sizes in the 252 

survey year and eventually compared with the measured points of water depths to verify the 253 

feasibility and accuracy of our modeling method. 254 

Table 2. The crucial modeling parameters of the three selected glacial lakes. 255 

Name Topological 

position 

Survey 

year 

Volume 

(106 m3) 

Maximum water 

depth (m) 

Semi-long 

axis (m) 

Semi-minor 

axis (m) 

Jialongco peri 2020 37.5 133 757 314 

Cirenmaco peri 2012 18.0 115 549 185 

Longbasaba Lake pro 2009 64.0 102 1949 319 

 256 
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 257 

Figure 6. (a) Locations of Cirenmaco, Jialongco, and Longbasaba Lake, and (b, c, d) indications for their water 258 

depths along the bathymetric routes. 259 

 260 

3 Results 261 

We present the SCMs for each type of glacial lake and demonstrate a procedure to identify the 262 

most compatible GCM for a specific glacial lake by equalizing the volume of both. This is the only 263 

(or first) model to simulate the bathymetric distribution of glacier lakes at present. The results 264 

indicate that the proglacial and periglacial lakes are relatively deep because their SCMs are closer 265 

to the hemisphere structured by the upward-opening parabolic side. The SCMs of the extraglacial 266 

and supraglacial lakes are closer to the cone structured by the straight side. As the ice-dammed lake, 267 
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their V–A fitting curve is more similar to the V–A curve of the triangular cone (Fig. 3). Hence, we 268 

recommend that the bathymetric distribution modeling for ice-dammed lakes proceeds directly 269 

using the standard triangular cone and is not further explored in this study. 270 

We determined the optimal GCMs for the three exhibited glacial lakes. Following bathymetric 271 

distribution modeling results, the total volume of Jialongco was calculated to be 33.1×106 m3 272 

(−11.7%) with a mean water depth of 54.6 m (−8.1%). Its GCM was closer to the cone structured 273 

by the straight side (Fig. 7a). The computed Cirenmaco total volume and mean depth of Cirenmaco 274 

were 17.2×106 m3 (−4.4%) and 51.7 m (−6.9%), respectively. The Cirenmaco GCM had similarities 275 

with the hemisphere structured by the upward-opening parabolic side (Fig. 7b), meaning a more 276 

significant inward deepening rate than Jialongco. The proglacial lake, Longbasaba, was estimated 277 

to have a total volume of 71.4×106 m3 (11.5%) and a mean depth of 61.1 m (22.2%). Its GCM was 278 

more resemblant to the semi-ellipsoid (Fig. 7c). Approximately ±10% volume loss or increase was 279 

estimated in the process of nesting the general conceptual models to the actual glacial lake shapes. 280 

The disparity between the area of the assumed standard ellipse surface and the actual lake 281 

surface likely caused the majority of the inaccuracy. The initial settings of glacial lake conceptual 282 

models and the algorithm’s applicability were confirmed by comparison with the measured and 283 

estimated individual water depths. Between the estimated and measured water depths along the 284 

bathymetric routes, the average deviation, mean absolute deviation, and mean root square error for 285 

the three glacial lakes all described good consistency. Neither near the lakeshore nor the lake center 286 

do the estimates show intolerable dispersions. 287 
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 288 

Figure 7. Modeled glacial lake bathymetric distributions of the three selected glacial lakes. (a) Jialongco, (b) 289 

Cirenmaco, and (c) Longbasaba Lake. The average deviation (AVG), mean absolute deviation (MAD), and root 290 

mean square error (EMSE) were selected to depict the consistency between the simulated and measured individual 291 

water depths along the boat routes. The movements of the general curves from one standard curve to another are 292 

also indicated. 293 

 294 
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4 Discussion 295 

4.1  Glacial lake basin evolution 296 

Understanding the glacial lake evolution can help comprehend these idealized geometric 297 

shapes in theory. Most moraine- or bedrock-dammed lakes develop in depressions exposed by 298 

diminishing glaciers. The supraglacial lakes exist at the glacier snout, eventually facilitating the 299 

formation of proglacial and periglacial lakes (Carrivick and Tweed, 2013). As the three glacial lakes 300 

illustrated, our hypotheses explained the different rates of inward deepening with exogenous 301 

materials and boundary conditions impacting the glacial lakes. The glacier bedrock has been eroded 302 

and nudged during historical ice flowing, posing the excavation and growth of glacial lake basins. 303 

Contemporary glaciers often have a certain thickness of debris at the snout. For example, 304 

approximately 1 m of debris was observed at the snout of the Urumqi Glacier No. 1, China 305 

(Echelmeyer et al., 1987) as the result of glacial erosion. The specific sites of continual eroding and 306 

nudging spawn overdeepenings and are considered potential glacial lakes (Linsbauer et al., 2016). 307 

Since the glacier velocity in the middle part is often larger than that of both sides, the erosion is 308 

stronger in the central line of the initial overdeepening. As glacier flowing continues, the shape of 309 

the overdeepening finally reaches equilibrium and is similar to a hemisphere, which is the SCM of 310 

the lake basin we assumed. After the overdeepenings are exposed, they can be filled by meltwater 311 

to form glacial lakes while also receiving material deposition, resulting in a gradual transition of the 312 

idealized geometric basin from a hemisphere to a cone. This conjecture can be inferred from the 313 

studies of overdeepenings on glacial beds, whereby the volume and surface area of these potential 314 

glacial lakes are also in accordance with the power-law relationship (Zhang et al., 2022). 315 
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4.2  Applicability of the conceptual model 316 

Our modeling theory is based on the observation of glacial lake bathymetric distribution 317 

characteristics. The fitted curves of glacial lake volume-area/maximum water depth were derived 318 

from the compiled inventory of 231 bathymetric data globally, and thus this modeling approach is 319 

applicable to most glacial lakes in mountain glaciers. The designed conceptual model is more 320 

suitable for those glacial lakes with typically lengthy shapes. They may be less applicable for very 321 

irregularly shaped glacial lakes, such as the ice-marginal lakes in the Greenland and Alaska region. 322 

Similarly, we had not collected any glacial lake bathymetry data in polar regions which causes non-323 

applicability on supraglacial lakes over the Greenland/Antarctic Ice sheets. Although the simulated 324 

results were only validated in the Himalayan region due to the limitations of observation data, the 325 

comparison results of the measured and modeled depth values at different locations of the three 326 

glacial lakes reflect the rationality and reliability of our conceptual model. To our knowledge, 327 

roughly 80% of glacial lakes in the Tibetan Plateau and its surroundings can be modeled using this 328 

method. 329 

In addition to the subjective and objective errors made during the modeling phase, there are 330 

several systematic defects in the algorithm itself. First, the total volume and maximum water depth 331 

are calculated using empirical equations, which may lead to significant deviations when modeling 332 

the bathymetric distribution of an arbitrarily selected glacial lake. In particular, the curves of D–A 333 

are not robust, with many discrete points appearing. This affects the modeling results. Therefore, 334 

rather than employing the curves based on global bathymetry statistics, fitting and using more 335 

accurate regionally empirical formulae to reveal local glacial lake features is encouraged. 336 
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Second, the estimated depth contours converge inward using the lake shoreline buffers first, 337 

followed by the elliptical surfaces. This process may effectively simulate the connections between 338 

a bathymetric distribution and glacial lake morphology. However, it is not essential. If the elliptical 339 

indentations are always inward relative to the elliptical surface, the modeling accuracy is also not 340 

affected significantly in theory. 341 

Third, the deepest sites of supraglacial, periglacial, and extraglacial lakes have been considered 342 

to be in the lake center and near the glacier-lake interface for proglacial lakes and ice-dammed lakes. 343 

The developing proglacial lakes, however, are complex. Their deepest sites are constantly located 344 

near the glacier terminus before the deepest site of overdeepening is exposed, which is in accordance 345 

with our hypothesis. With the deepest sites developing more fully, they gradually shift toward the 346 

lake center. Our algorithm has not addressed these changes. In the future, the conceptual model 347 

requires optimization by learning with a number of measured bathymetry data. Furthermore, the 348 

present version of our algorithm relies on simple programming and semi-automated geospatial 349 

analysis tools processing. We will further develop this conceptual model to create an interface that 350 

can automatically process and lessen subjective errors. 351 
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 352 

Figure 8. The schematic diagrams illustrate (a) the potential maximum lowering height of the glacial lake water 353 

level after drainage and (b) the interactions between the parent glacier and its terminating lake. 354 

4.3 Applications in GLOF modeling 355 

The applicability of a glacial lake bathymetric distribution has been addressed in this study; 356 

one such application is in GLOF modeling. The results make two significant contributions to future 357 

GLOF modeling: (i) accurately estimate the maximum potential outburst water volume of a glacial 358 

lake by combining lake surface elevation, dam bottom elevation, and the optimal GCM; (ii) facilitate 359 

coupling between the various GLOF processes in modeling (trigger—displacement wave—dam 360 
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breach—flood propagation). Many recent studies have documented reconstructing the historical 361 

GLOFs and simulating the future GLOFs from high outburst potential glacial lakes (Allen et al., 362 

2015; Anacona et al., 2015b; Erokhin et al., 2017; Kougkoulos et al., 2018). The modeling precision 363 

is expected to improve significantly. 364 

On the one hand, most prior studies replaced the potential maximum outburst volume with the 365 

total water volume because of the limitations of glacial lake bathymetric investigations (Zhang et 366 

al., 2021). Although this could present a maximized risk assessment, an inflated downstream 367 

exposure might raise excessive concerns among the authorities and the public regarding inadequate 368 

prevention and mitigation measures. As long as the dam’s lowest elevation exceeds that of the 369 

glacial lake (potential lowering height is less than the maximum water depth), it could result in 370 

incomplete drainage (Fig. 8a). 371 

On the other hand, due to the complicated phase transition in the chain process of GLOFs, a 372 

segmented simulation has been generally conducted. For instance, Rapid Mass Movement 373 

Simulation (RAMMS) can be used to simulate the impact of ice avalanches or landslides on glacial 374 

lakes (Frey et al. 2018; Sattar et al. 2021), and hydrological algorithms are used to calculate the 375 

displacement wave (Heller et al. 2009; Evers et al. 2019). Modeling software like IBER, HEC-RAS, 376 

or FLO-2D are employed to simulate downstream flood propagation (Alho and Aaltonen, 2008; Osti 377 

and Egashira, 2009; Schneider et al., 2014; Somos-Valenzuela et al., 2015; Maurer et al., 2020; Nie 378 

et al. 2020). 379 

In contrast to a holistic simulation, such a segmented simulation approach undoubtedly causes 380 

poor articulation and increased uncertainty in different processes. With the recent scientific 381 
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developments, a newly developed three-phase flow model, r.avaflow (Mergili et al., 2017), started 382 

to be used to simulate GLOF propagations (Mergili et al., 2018, 2020) and can realize the whole 383 

hazard cascade modeling with a high performance (Zheng et al., 2021). Our study can provide much-384 

needed glacial lake bathymetry data for such modeling to calculate the displacement wave in the 385 

lake surface and the water release process during dam erosion. 386 

4.4  Potential developments of numerical or physical models 387 

The standardized glacial lake basin can facilitate other future model development related to 388 

glacial lakes and improve knowledge of how the proglacial lakes and lake-terminating glaciers 389 

interact. Carrivick et al. (2020) discussed six major challenges in constructing a numerical model 390 

of interactions between proglacial lakes and glaciers, which include the imperative for glacial lake 391 

bathymetry. The standardized shape implicates the design of the model’s basic architecture. 392 

Compared with the somewhat realistic glacier bed topography within the overdeepenings 393 

revealed by Ice Thickness Models, a standardized lake basin provides an alternative scheme. For a 394 

specific proglacial lake, its water level, water temperature, in/outflow, internal circulation, and 395 

interface with the glacier vary with glacier-lake dynamics and time, which are very complex 396 

processes (Sugiyama et al., 2016; Sutherland et al., 2020). Deep and large proglacial lakes are prone 397 

to water stratification due to warmer upper layers and colder lower layers of water because these 398 

freshwater terminating lakes currently have no evidence of active internal circulation (Haresign and 399 

Warren, 2005; Boyce et al., 2007). This stratification induces the subaqueous ice differential melting 400 

and ice terrace formation (Fig. 8b), impacting the glacier terminal calving regimes (Sugiyama et al., 401 

2019; Mallalieu et al., 2020). 402 
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On the other hand, the dynamic characteristics of glacier snout, such as bed friction, 403 

longitudinal stress, and ice flow velocity, vary distinctively due to the presence of terminating lakes 404 

(Sugiyama et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2020). The knowledge and understanding of glacial lakes 405 

formation and evolution changes continually. The ultimate goal is to present these processes via 406 

computer numerical simulations. Yet, the idealized lake basin can facilitate calculating the mass and 407 

energy transport at the interface. 408 

 409 

5 Conclusion 410 

This study was conducted in response to a circumstance that field investigation was the only 411 

approach to obtain glacial lake bathymetry. The relationships of volume–area and maximum water 412 

depth–area of glacial lakes were reanalyzed via an inventory of the global glacial lake bathymetry 413 

data we compiled. The obtained curves were matched with a power-law relationship. Thus, the types 414 

of hemispheres or cones were determined as the conceptual models (idealized geometric shapes) of 415 

glacial lakes. The standard lake surface was assumed to be an ellipse. 416 

Ten standard conceptual models were identified. The SCMs for the supraglacial, periglacial, 417 

and extraglacial lakes are the hemisphere structured by the elliptical side; the hemisphere structured 418 

by the upward-opening parabolic side; the cone structured by the straight side; and the cone 419 

structured by the rightward-opening parabolic side. The SCMs for the proglacial lakes were 420 

determined to be half of the aforementioned four SCMs. Two SCMs were considered for the ice-421 

dammed lakes: the semi–cone structured by the straight side and the triangular cone. To depict the 422 

volume between the two SCMs, a general conceptual model was defined that represents the 423 
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transition from one SCM to another. 424 

Several hypotheses are important in our algorithm to nest the actual glacial lake shapes from 425 

idealized conceptual models and interpolate glacial lake bathymetric distribution. First, the 426 

supraglacial, periglacial, and extraglacial lakes’ deepest sites were assumed to be in the lake center, 427 

whereas the proglacial lakes and ice-dammed lakes’ deepest sites were near the glacier-lake interface. 428 

Second, the effects of exogenous materials and boundary conditions were used to explain the 429 

different rates of inward deepening of glacial lakes. Three glacial lakes with measured bathymetry 430 

data were selected in the Himalaya region for comparison with the simulated bathymetric 431 

distributions. The results demonstrated good accuracy and applicability of our conceptual models 432 

in estimating lake bathymetry. Relatively high consistency was shown in the point-to-point 433 

comparisons of the measured and simulated water depths. 434 

This study constructed the glacial lake bathymetric distribution model in first which is very 435 

rewarding for comprehending the evolution of glacial lakes. Moreover, the quality of GLOF 436 

modeling and risk assessment is also enhanced by our outlined general conceptual model. These 437 

standardized lake basins implicate the design of the model’s basic architecture, which can 438 

potentially promote the development of future numerical or physical models of glacial lakes. 439 

 440 
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